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Abstract

Commercial health apps have become more accessible, ubiquitous, and popular than ever before. These apps serve various purposes, such as enhancing health literacy, enabling continuous health tracking and management, and facilitating community engagement on health-related topics. As health apps continue to grow in popularity and adoption, scholars have raised concerns about the privacy, commodification, and exploitation of data generated within these apps. However, we know less about the presence and implications of deceptive design patterns and coercive practices in such apps from the users’ perspective. We look at pregnancy as a use case and present preliminary findings from ongoing research on understanding user experiences with commercial pregnancy tracking apps. Based on this case, we argue that the context of health apps calls for a nuanced consideration of deceptive design practices because (1) deceptive patterns can intersect with users’ vulnerability in ways unique to health, and (2) implications of such patterns in health can go well beyond financial losses and invasion of privacy commonly observed in e-commerce and social network services.
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1. Introduction

The idea of leveraging Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) to involve patients in healthcare dates back to the late 20th century [1, 2]. However, the shift towards patients’ active participation in healthcare really gained momentum with the rise of Web 2.0, where technologies such as cloud computing, mobile apps, interactive media, and social networks are incorporated into healthcare and medicine (also referenced as Health 2.0 [3]). Foundational principles underpinning the Health 2.0 movement include (1) patient-centered healthcare—Health 2.0 advocates for shared decision-making where patients have control and agency over their own health, (2) on-demand delivery—where patients have day-and-night access to health information and healthcare services, and (3) proactive care—Health 2.0 as a vehicle to support preventive medicine by using technology for health literacy and continuous monitoring and
assessment, thereby anticipating and addressing potential health risks and concerns proactively. Over the past quarter-century, Health 2.0 has undergone significant evolution theoretically and practically [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], witnessing the development and adoption of new technology-enabled solutions aimed at engaging patients in health monitoring and care (e.g., [8]).

Within the broader scope of Health 2.0, health applications (apps) available on mobile devices particularly gained traction as avenues to engage patients in self-monitoring and self-care due to their ubiquity, availability, and accessibility—one US survey found that 58% of smartphone users downloaded at least one health app in 2015 [9]. Today, smartphone users can access various health apps catering to their specific health needs and goals (e.g., fitness and activity tracking, diet and nutrition, medication management, mental health and wellness, and women’s health and menstrual tracking). The popularity and adoption of health apps are projected to continue to grow globally as reports estimate a market size of USD 861.40 billion in 2030 [10]. Weaving health-tracking technologies within everyday life holds the promises of democratizing healthcare, providing new forms of self-determination, and producing insights into (and solutions for) individual and public health and well-being [11, 12].

As the market continues to grow, critiques have challenged this “Techno-Utopian” narrative of health apps. Scholars in the humanities argue that these apps can enforce a reductionist view of health and well-being, one that fails to acknowledge the complexities and ambivalences of embracing self-monitoring and self-care, withdrawing from healthcare to self-care, and reducing individuals to their mere data traces, often disregarding their humanity, personality, and individuality [6, 4, 13]. Other critiques approach the topic from a political-legal perspective, raising concerns around asymmetrical power dynamics between “those who collect, store, and mine large quantities of data and those whom data collection targets” [14], p. 1673 and the commodification of health data, where data collected by (or for) individuals within these apps is monetized by companies that extract and combine it with others’ data to draw population-wide correlations and inferences (e.g., [15]). In that sense, Nafus and Neff argue, selves are “sliced and diced into decontextualized parts, and bought and sold” [16], p. 62. This paper does not directly address these criticisms so much as obliquely. Instead, we seek to position design as a space to discuss (and potentially resolve) a polarized debate around self-tracking health apps.

In HCI, an extensive body of work is devoted to ethical design [17, 18], prompting the design of technology that is transparent and mindful of users’ autonomy, privacy, and psychological well-being [19, 20, 21]. Furthermore, scholars have objected to “deceptive and manipulative” design practices (often referenced as dark patterns [22]), developed taxonomies [23, 24] and conceptual foundations to describe such patterns [25, 26], and interrogated their presence in e-commerce websites [27], popular mobile apps [28], across modalities [29], in social media platforms [30] and games [31]. This body of work has been invaluable in initiating conversations and instigating regulatory initiatives to counter such unethical design practices (e.g., [32, 33]). Yet, we know little about how these patterns manifest and impact users in the specific domain of commercial health apps. A scrutiny of dark patterns angled towards commercial health apps is warranted due to factors specific to the health domain: (1) users of commercial health apps typically seek solutions to health-related concerns, which makes them particularly vulnerable to unethical design practices as these can prey on their anxiety, fear, and desire for a “quick-fix,” (2) the high-stakes context—health apps are positioned as tools to improve the health and well-being of users, however, if these apps prioritize revenue and
users’ engagement metrics, this may lead to adverse health effects that necessitate a nuanced examination as such effects can go well beyond financial losses and invasion of privacy [25] commonly found in e-commerce services [27] and social networks [30], and (3) many health apps cater to intimate and sensitive topics (e.g., fertility tracking); thus, concerns around privacy and exploitation of personal data become exacerbated.

Here, drawing on ongoing research on understanding UX with commercial pregnancy apps by examining users’ reviews, we focus on users’ comments expressing concern about questionable design practices and monetization tactics within some of the commercial pregnancy apps included in our study. We use these comments to showcase the need to scrutinize commercial health apps for questionable design practices. Particularly, we surface a need to (1) broaden our conceptualization, within the HCI research community, of users’ vulnerability as a dynamic construct that changes in severity and seriousness over time, which necessitates newer methods to capture questionable design patterns in context, and (2) better understand implications of dark patterns in the context of health due to the sensitivity and value attributed to health data. Before we present our proposition on these two aspects, we briefly describe our methodology to provide context.

2. Method

In ongoing research on understanding UX with commercial pregnancy apps, we conduct a qualitative analysis of user reviews on popular pregnancy apps available on the Google Play store. In creating our dataset of app reviews, we conducted a keyword search for the term “pregnancy,” which resulted in identifying 250 apps, excluding e-books and movies. We chose the apps that are most popular based on the number of downloads and the number of ratings, i.e., apps that have been installed 1M+ and rated 100K+ times; these numbers represented the highest observed range of installs/ratings in the category of pregnancy apps as per the Google Play store at the time of extraction. Of the 250 apps, six satisfied the inclusion criteria and thus were included in our analysis, namely Pregnancy+, Baby Center, Pregnancy Week by Week, AMMA, Ovia, and The Asianparent. For each app, we collected a random sample of the textual reviews of the users, which we then analyzed using thematic analysis [34]. In our dataset, we found user comments pointing to questionable design practices. We present and discuss examples next. It is worth mentioning that user reviews are publicly available, and such data is considered exempt from IRB review. Nonetheless, in our reporting, we anonymize usernames, replacing those with incremental number tags to protect users against possible identification, and perform a Google search (i.e., copy-paste reviews in Google) to verify that none of the quotes that appear in this manuscript is a top hit. Further, we remove apps’ names and replace those with randomly generated IDs as our purpose is to point out questionable design practices from the users’ perspective—we acknowledge that further assessment is warranted before drawing conclusions regarding the presence of dark patterns in a specific app.

1https://play.google.com/
3. Vulnerability is Dynamic

While there is a general consensus that vulnerable individuals deserve special protection and safeguards, defining what vulnerability is and identifying vulnerable individuals is not as simple. An extensive body of work has discussed vulnerability in relation to social identity, calling for an intersectional approach [35] to acknowledge that people often experience vulnerabilities and disadvantages in complex and interconnected ways. Within HCI, this conceptualization of vulnerability has served to identify health disparities and pushed for health applications designed to cater to the needs of disadvantaged and marginalized communities [36]. However, more than a consequence related to some characteristic of a group (e.g., racial identity or socio-economic status) [37], vulnerability can, more comprehensively, be considered as “occurring along a spectrum of seriousness and as a consequence of situations and context.” (37), p. 38. In our analysis of UX with commercial pregnancy apps, we find that users describe vulnerability in relation to contextual/temporal factors (e.g., early stage of pregnancy, the state of being in labor), and (2) such “contextual vulnerability” can be exploited by questionable design practices leading to undesirable (even harmful) consequences for the users, as exemplified by the quotes below:

[A5, R1038] “Paywall at the most vulnerable moment of my pregnancy. I was generally satisfied with the app during my pregnancy, but when I went into labor and urgently needed a contractions counter to understand if I should go to the hospital already or not, the app suggested an upgrade to the paid version. Frankly, I don’t mind paying couple bucks for a good app, but the moment you’ve asked for the money was terribly wrong. It felt like you were trying to take advantage of a laboring woman. Not nice!”

[A1, R2] “I don’t like that there are ads for medications right in the app. I understand ads are their revenue stream, but I think putting ads for morning sickness medication in front of nauseated women is unethical.”

[A1, R284] “There are articles for cancer screening, which I don’t think is the most helpful for a pregnant woman at this time when there’s already anxiety around being healthy growing a child.”

[A2, R705] “I feel this app prays too much on your fears. It has you questioning everything you put into, or on, your body while pregnant. Even if there is little evidence to back up claims of what ever is in question of being harmful, they guilt you, and scare you, into avoiding it all together. It basically makes you feel like everything
your doing could be harmful to the pregnancy.”

[A2, R57] “Some good info but a lot of fear-provoking and spam emails. At week 6, the main focus was miscarriage. Yes, it is common early on, but to have an entire week devoted to scare tactics is revolting.”

In reflecting on the quotes above, users describe scenarios (e.g., being in labor, nauseated, anxious) where vulnerability is contextual and dynamic—it changes in severity and over time. One significant challenge for dark patterns research is to capture questionable design practices that intersect with users’ vulnerability in context. For example, methodologies commonly used in dark pattern research [30, 29, 38, 28, 27] such as static screenshots of the user interface or short video recordings of app interaction would probably not have captured the case described by [A5, R1038] and [A5, R1024]—as the manifestation of this pattern would require using the app for an extensive period of time resembling the nine-month leading up to labor. To that end, researchers might find value in augmenting their methods with exploratory qualitative analyses of app reviews to inform their study design. App reviews are shown to carry valuable information on usability and UX [39]; our ongoing research suggests that user reviews can also point to questionable design practices that warrant further security. Furthermore, while [A5, R1038] and [A5, R1024] discuss financial losses as consequences of questionable design practices, intangible harms, such as anxiety and fear, discussed in [A1, R284], [A2, R705] and [A2, R57] are harder to operationalize; those are highly subjective experiences; what one individual perceives as anxiety-provoking or fear-inducing may not affect another person in the same way. Thus, it is difficult for researchers to have a baseline standard in mind when examining such patterns as potentially problematic. Perhaps participatory approaches to evaluate the (in)appropriateness of such designs by leveraging expertise from various perspectives, including health professionals, UX and interface designers, psychologists, and digital ethicists, would be fruitful in that regard.

4. The Sensitivity and Value of Health Data

Mathur et al. [25] propose “Individual Autonomy” as a normative lens by which researchers can describe dark patterns—“a dark pattern that infringes on individual autonomy might modify choice architecture in a way that causes users to make choices that they would not have otherwise selected absent the modified choice architecture. Alternatively, a dark pattern might deny a user choice, obscure available choices, or burden the exercise of choice” (25, p. 12-13). Our dataset contains multiple instances where users describe design patterns that limit or obscure their choices, forcing actions that lead to undesirable outcomes; specifically concerning users’ privacy, as exemplified by the quotes below:

[A5, R39] “I was forced to create an account today to continue using the app at over halfway through my pregnancy, including agreeing to them storing my weight and other info. After creating the account I then had to verify my account and now it’s lots all my data including my name, babies gender, my age etc. A Bit disappointed but can’t be bothered looking for a new app at 27 weeks pregnant.”
The examples above point out (1) forced action [24], a well-recognized design pattern in the dark patterns literature that describes situations where users are required to perform specific actions to use (or continue to use) the app’s functionalities, and (2) privacy-respecting choices being hard or restricted to access. While such practices are well-described in the literature, their implications in health, we propose, warrant a nuanced consideration because of the sensitivity and the value attributed to health data, which intersects with, but also extend beyond, privacy concerns, tapping into questions of accountability and data ownership as exemplified by the quotes below:

[A5, R10] “Very upset! I loved this app. I used it almost daily. I tracked my weight gain and everything else on this app. When I was FORCED to “upgrade” all of my data was deleted. I’m very upset, as I have lost everything. This was a great app before. I’m not happy that I was forced to change.”

[A5, R363] “I’m so angry. 20 weeks along and AAALLLLLL of my data is gone except my name and due date. Half of my pregnancy is WIPED AWAY! you should not force updates if they are going to clear data, especially without telling the user beforehand. I was using this app to keep notes for my doctor. I should have known better.”

5. Conclusion

This paper argues that users’ vulnerability to deceptive design is dynamic. This calls for innovative approaches to capture questionable design practices in context. To that end, we see the potential for re-purposing user reviews in the early stage of dark patterns research, specifically when interrogating dark patterns in mobile apps. Researchers can perform preliminary qualitative analysis of app reviews to inform their study design. User reviews serve as a rich source of real-world experiences and perceptions, offering insights into the subtle nuances of user interactions and frustrations. To that end, researchers can leverage user reviews to infer indicators on designing their protocol to adequately capture the breadth and depth of questionable scenarios described by users. Furthermore, incorporating users’ perspectives into
the research methodology aligns with the user-centered design philosophy, bringing together dark patterns research objectives and the experiences and concerns of the individuals affected by questionable design practices. In addition, given the sensitivity of the context, we argue that the implications of dark patterns in health apps may go beyond the invasion of privacy and financial losses commonly discussed in the context of e-commerce websites and social media platforms. To that end, expertise from diverse perspectives, including healthcare professionals, technology ethicists, law experts, designers, and HCI researchers, can contribute to evaluating the (in)appropriateness of questionable design patterns, providing collective efforts to prioritize users’ well-being and ethical design principles in the rapidly evolving landscape of digital health technologies.
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